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Square Feet of Enterprise-led Indoor Cellular & Public Safety Communications
Square Feet & User Density

Footprint

- Number of Operators
- Design Grade
- Network Sources
AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, T Mobile, Tier2’s...
Carrier Grade vs. Business Grade vs. Best Effort
CBRS Different How?

- Footprint
- Number of Operators
- Design Grade
- Network Sources
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CBRS vs. DAS
CBRS vs. DAS

Private LTE vs. Commercial LTE
CBRS at RF Connect

Platform & Ecosystem
- Fully Managed, CapEx or Subscription
- Application & Device Interop Ecosystem
- Operator Ecosystem

Return on Investment
- Affordability of BYOD Coverage
- Consolidation of Devices & Networks
- Infrastructure Monetization Models

Private Networks
- Native Security, Applications & Features
- Local Latency Performance
- Network & User Analytics

5G Roadmap
- Densified Topology
- Carrier Aggregation
- Edge Compute